• debt constraints: consumers cannot borrow so much that they would want to default Schechtman and Escurdero [1977] , Manuelli [1986] , Kehoe and Levine [1993] , Alvarez and Jermann [1997] , Kehoe and Perri [1998] and Krueger and Perri [1998] in both models • incomplete insurance against idiosyncratic shocks • interest rates lower than subjective discount rates stochastic environment models have quite different persistence • debt constrained model less persistence than liquidity constrained model
The Environment t = 0 1 , ,K. two types of consumers i = 1 2 , continuum of each type single consumption good x representative consumer of type i consumes x t i in period t infinite vector of consumption is ( , ) value of continuing to participate no less than value of dropping out absence of private information implies no consumer actually goes bankrupt in equilibrium no one will lend so much to consumers that they will choose bankruptcy very unlike the incomplete markets bankruptcy models of Dubey, Geanakoplos, and Shubik [1988] and Zame [1993] complete markets buy and sell consumption in period t for p t consumer problem 
= − ω
Comparison of Liquidity and Debt Constrained Markets
Proposition 1: A symmetric steady state x g of the liquidity constrained economy is characterized by
Proposition 2: A symmetric steady state x g of the debt constrained economy is characterized by
Observations:
Proposition 3: A symmetric steady state exists both in the liquidity constrained and in the debt constrained economy. In each case there is only one symmetric steady state.
Interest rates
At symmetric first best usual complete market answer: interest rate equals subjective discount rate 1
> implying interest rate lower than subjective discount rate intuition simple: borrowers are constrained, lenders are not desire of lenders to lend must be reduced, so market must have low rate of interest A Stochastic Environment 0 1 < < π , which is the probability of a reversal, that is, a transition from the state where type 1 has good productivity to the state where type 2 has good productivity, or vice versa π = 1 is previous deterministic alternation case Proposition 5: A symmetric stochastic steady state exists in the debt constrained economy. There is only one symmetric stochastic steady state.
Proposition 6: If 0 1 < < π there is no symmetric stochastic steady state with liquidity constraints.
Debt constrained equilibrium is simpler and exhibits less persistence. Intuition consumer has bad productivity for the first time should sell some physical capital to smooth consumption could happen repeatedly with positive probability, leading him to run out of physical capital
